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Protective Effects of *Ophiocordyceps lanpingensis* on Glycerol-Induced Acute Renal Failure in Mice
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**Objective.** Oxidative stress and immune response are associated with acute renal failure (ARF). *Ophiocordyceps lanpingensis* (OL) might be an antioxidant and immunopotentiator. In this study, we explored the protective effects of OL on glycerol-induced ARF.

**Methods.** Male mice were randomly divided into four groups, specifically, glycerol-induced ARF model group, low-dose OL-treated group (1.0 g/kg/d), high-dose OL-treated group (2.0 g/kg/d), and control group. Renal conditions were evaluated using kidney index, serum creatinine (Cr), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), and histological analysis. Rhabdomyolysis was monitored using creatine kinase (CK) level. Oxidative stress was determined using kidney tissue glutathione (GSH), malondialdehyde (MDA), and superoxide dismutase (SOD) levels. Immune status was evaluated using immune organ indices and immunoglobulin G (IgG) level.

**Results.** OL could relieve renal pathological injury and decrease the abnormal levels of kidney index, serum Cr, CK, BUN, and MDA, as well as increase the immune organ indices and the levels of IgG, GSH, and SOD. Treatment with a high dose of OL had more positive therapeutic effects on ARF than using a low dose of OL.

**Conclusion.** OL could ameliorate renal dysfunction in glycerol-induced ARF in mice by inhibiting oxidative stress and enhancing immune response.

1. Introduction

Acute renal failure (ARF) is a kind of acute urinary dysfunction of kidneys caused by various reasons in a short term, which usually leads to a serious disorder of the body’s internal environment. ARF was characterized by acute elevations of serum creatinine (Cr) and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) in hours to days or weeks [1]. ARF has been widely concerned by the medical profession due to its complex pathogenesis and high mortality. Currently, early treatment of ARF focuses on treating the cause and correcting the imbalance of electrolyte and diuresis. Although these treatments can alleviate ARF to some extent, their therapeutic effect is not stable and durable, thus motivating medical researchers to explore new safe and effective medication.

Medicinal fungus in China is considered as one important category of traditional Chinese herbs. Increasing evidence indicated that these fungi and their bioactive ingredients had been screened for antitumor, antivirus, antibacteria, and antithrombosis, and had been helping digestion, lowering blood pressure and sugar, relieving cough and asthma, nourishing the lung and kidney, regulating immunity and metabolism, and so on [2–9].

*Ophiocordyceps sinensis* (named *Cordyceps sinensis* before), commonly known as the Chinese caterpillar fungus [10], is the prime example of medicinal fungi, which has been widely used in traditional Chinese medicine for the treatments of renal failure, bronchitis, pneumonia, and asthma [11]. Clinical studies have shown that *O. sinensis* could cure or relieve several kidney diseases, but the mechanisms remained unclear [9–11]. The nephroprotective (acute and chronic) activity of *O. sinensis* may work through modulating the immune system and ameliorating renal functions and renal oxidative stress [12, 13].
Because of excessive collection and use, the wild resource of *O. sinensis* is decreasing rapidly and the large-scale artificial culture of *O. sinensis* is very hard. *Ophiocordyceps lanpingensis* (OL) has been identified as a new species of *Ophiocordyceps* genus, which belongs to the same genus of *O. sinensis* and they are close relatives [14]. *O. lanpingensis* has been used as an efficient herb treating the disease of urinary systems by the local ethnic people for a long time. Our previous study showed that the chemical composition of *O. lanpingensis* was similar to those of *O. sinensis*. Furthermore, *O. lanpingensis* is easy to be cultured artificially. Thus, it has the potential to be the alternative of *O. sinensis*.

In the present study, based on an ARF mouse model, the effects of OL on ARF were observed systematically using biochemical, immunological, and histopathological indicators. This study will contribute to better understand the mechanism of treating ARF by *Ophiocordyceps* medicinal fungi.

### 2. Materials and Methods

#### 2.1. Animals and Grouping

Male mice with C57BL/6 background (6- to 8-week old; 20–25 g body weight) were obtained from Liaoning Changsheng Biotechnology Co. Ltd, China. The mice were maintained in a pathogen-free mouse facility; and clean food and water were supplied with free access. All experiments were performed according to the guidelines for the care of laboratory animals and were approved by the Ethics Committee Guide of Kunming University of Science and Technology.

#### 2.2. Drugs

*Ophiocordyceps lanpingensis* (OL) powder was provided by Yunnan Yunbaicao Biotechnology Co. Ltd, which was suspended in 0.25% carboxymethyl cellulose sodium (CMC).

#### 2.3. Administration

Mice were randomly divided into four groups, each comprising of 10 animals. The animals were allowed free access to food but deprived of drinking water for 24 hours before glycerol injection. Group 1 serves as normal control group. The animals were treated with saline (10.0 mL/kg/d, intragastric [i.g.]) for 7 days, deprived of drinking water for 24 hours on the sixth day, then were given saline (10.0 mL/kg intramuscular [i.m.]), divided equally among the hind legs. Group 2 is ARF model group. The animals were treated with *OL* (1.0 g/kg/d, i.g.) for 7 days, then were given 50% glycerol (10.0 mL/kg, i.m.), divided equally among the hind legs. Group 3 is high-dose OL-treated group. The animals were treated with OL (1.0 g/kg/d, i.g.) for 7 days, deprived of drinking water for 24 hours on the sixth day, then were given 50% glycerol (10.0 mL/kg, i.m.), divided equally among the hind legs. Group 4 is high-dose OL-treated group. The animals were treated with OL (2.0 g/kg/d, i.g.) for 7 days, deprived of drinking water for 24 hours on the sixth day, then were given 50% glycerol (10.0 mL/kg, i.m.), divided equally among the hind legs. The animals were allowed free access to food and water after the glycerol injection for 24 hours [15]. At the end of the treatment, animals were euthanized by CO₂. The blood was obtained and centrifuged (4000×g for 10 min at 4°C) to get serum which was then stored at −80°C until assay. The kidneys, thymus, and spleen were harvested and weighed. The left kidney was frozen at −80°C for subsequent evaluation, while the right kidney was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for histological sectioning.

#### 2.4. Renal Coefficient and Immune Organ Indices

The weight of the mice was measured before death. Renal tissues, thymus tissue, and spleen tissue were collected from mice, washed by normal saline solution (0.9%), and then blotted them with paper. Renal index, thymus index, and spleen index were used to help evaluate renal and immune status.

\[
\text{Renal index} (\text{mg/g}) = \frac{\text{Renal weight}}{\text{Mice weight}},
\]

\[
\text{Thymus index} (\text{mg/g}) = \frac{\text{Thymus weight}}{\text{Mice weight}},
\]

\[
\text{Spleen index} (\text{mg/g}) = \frac{\text{Spleen weight}}{\text{Mice weight}}.
\]

#### 2.5. Serum Biochemical Analysis

The level of serum IgG was detected using immunoglobulin G assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China) in the form of immunoturbidimetric assay. Serum biochemical parameters of BUN and serum Cr levels were measured using urease assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China) and creatinine assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China) in the form of urease method and picric acid colorimetric method, respectively. The activity of serum CK was detected using creatine kinase assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China) in the form of a colorimetric method.

#### 2.6. Antioxidant Indices

Kidneys were homogenized in iced saline (0.9% sodium chloride). The homogenates were centrifuged at 800×g for 5 minutes at 4°C to separate the nuclear debris. The supernatant obtained was centrifuged at 10,500×g for 20 minutes at 4°C to get the postmitochondrial supernatant which was used to assay glutathione (GSH), malondialdehyde (MDA), and superoxide dismutase (SOD) levels. SOD activity was assayed in the form of hydroxylamine method by using SOD assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China), while GSH and MDA levels were assayed in the form of microplate test and thiobarbituric acid (TBA) method by using GSH assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China) and MDA assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China), respectively.

#### 2.7. Renal Histopathology

Kidney tissues were embedded in paraffin and used for histopathological examination. Four-micrometer-thick sections were cut, deparaffinized, and hydrated. For light microscopic purpose, paraffin sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The intact glomeruli, hemorrhage, capillary congestion, and vacuolization of the medullary tubular cells were evaluated.

#### 2.8. Statistical Analysis

The results were reported as the mean ± SEM. All of the data were compared by one-way
analysis of variance test (ANOVA) while Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used to detect significance between all groups. For analysis, a $P < 0.05$ was considered statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS® v.17.0 software.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Evaluation of a Mouse Model of ARF

Comparing with the control group, ARF caused by glycerol injection in mice resulted in significant changes in immune organs and IgG. There were statistically significant decreases in thymus index ($P < 0.01$), spleen index ($P < 0.05$), and serum IgG ($P < 0.01$) (Gly group in Figures 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d)). Levels of renal GSH ($P < 0.01$) and SOD ($P < 0.01$) were also significantly reduced (Gly group in Figures 2(d) and 3(a)); meanwhile, the kidney index ($P < 0.01$), levels of serum Cr ($P < 0.01$), serum CK ($P < 0.01$), BUN ($P < 0.01$), and renal MDA ($P < 0.01$) were enhanced much more (Gly group in Figures 1(a), 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 3(b)). Such results indicated that ARF induced severe failure in kidney functions and oxidative stress which suggested that the animal model of ARF was gotten definitely and efficiently.

#### 3.2. OL Improved Immunity of Mice in Glycerol-Induced ARF

Intragastric administration of OL for 7 days in both doses of 1.0 g/kg/d and 2.0 g/kg/d resulted in significant improvement in immunity compared with ARF model group. A statistically
significant increase in thymus index \((P < 0.01)\), spleen index \((P < 0.05)\), and serum IgG level \((P < 0.01)\) were shown in Figures 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d). More efficient enhancement of related immunity parameters was observed in the group which received OL in a dose of 2.0 g/kg/d (Figures 1(b) and 1(d)). Such results indicated that the effects of OL in AFR may depend on the dose.

3.3. OL Prevented Damage of Kidney Functions and Improved Oxidative Stress of Kidney in Glycerol-Induced ARF. The serum Cr and BUN were analyzed in this study, which were two important biomarkers of renal function. In addition, chemical- or ischemia-induced renal failure is generally associated with a remarkable increase of MDA level and decreases of GSH and SOD levels. Rhabdomyolysis was monitored by creatine kinase (CK) level, which was a representative symptom caused by glycerol. Treatments of OL in both doses of 1.0 g/kg/d and 2.0 g/kg/d showed significant improvements in kidney functions and oxidative stress compared with ARF model group. There were significant decreases in kidney index \((P < 0.01)\), serum Cr \((P < 0.01)\), serum CK \((P < 0.01)\), BUN \((P < 0.01)\), and renal MDA \((P < 0.01)\) (Figures 1(a), 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 3(b)), whereas enhancements in renal GSH \((P < 0.01)\) and SOD \((P < 0.01)\) were observed (Figures 2(d) and 3(a)). More prominent improvements in kidney functions and oxidative stress were shown in a dose of 2.0 g/kg/d OL group (Figures 1(a), 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), and 3(a)).
3.4. OL Administration Caused Regression of Renal Histopathological Changes. The horizontal section of mouse kidney had no obvious pathological changes, showing normal structure of kidney tissue and integrality of cells in tubule epithelium in normal control group (Figure 4(a)). In ARF model group, many necrotic tubules with casts, tubular dilation, and vacuolation were seen (Figure 4(b)). Intragastric administration of OL in different doses resulted in significant regression of renal histopathological changes compared with ARF model group, especially when received OL in a dose of 2.0 g/kg/d (Figures 4(c) and 4(d)).

4. Discussion

ARF is a common clinical emergency with abrupt loss of kidney function, which may lead to a number of complications and even death. Studies have demonstrated that the pathogenesis of ARF was associated with the oxidative stress and a host of inflammatory mediators and cell-mediated immune responses [15–20]. A glycerol-induced mouse model can simulate ARF which is characterized by a significant increase of Cr, CK, and BUN in serum. CK is the most sensitive damage index for muscle cell damage and marks the occurrence of rhabdomyolysis [15]. In the animal model, significant structural changes of kidney including tubular dilatation, vacuolation, necrosis, and cellular debris could be observed [21–23].

The conventional treatments about ARF include the underlying causes and supportive care; furthermore, treatment with Chinese medicine has been applied widely in clinic. In recent years, herbs and their effective components are considered as promising therapeutic options for ARF and many studies indicated the potential role of them in reducing renal dysfunction after ARF [24–27]. As a famous traditional Chinese herb, the beneficial effects of O. sinensis or its water-soluble polysaccharide on various renal diseases have been proven [28]. So far, with the extreme lack of the natural resource of O. sinensis, the substitution of O. sinensis needs to be studied. O. lanpingensis (OL), a Chinese herb similar with O. sinensis which could protect against ARF, has been proven to contain bioactive constituents that may have pharmacological effects such as antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and immune activation. In this study, we explored the protective effects of OL on glycerol-induced ARF in mice and firstly found that OL could enhance immunity, protect kidney functions, and relieve oxidative stress as well as renal pathological damage.

The possible explanation for the benefits in renal function recovery following administration of OL may be due to its role in increasing immunity as well as reducing oxidative stress. Oxidative stress is closely related to human health and plays an important role in the pathogenesis of glycerol-induced ARF. Normally, the production and elimination of oxygen free radicals in the human body are balanced. But when the body’s antioxidant system is disordered, excessive oxygen free radicals will be produced; thus, the oxygen free radical metabolism in the body will be imbalanced, leading to cell damage and then even cause heart disease, cancer, or other serious problems [29, 30]. During physiological activities, the body produces reactive oxygen species (ROS) continuously. The biological activity of ROS is very strong, which plays a positive role in cell division, growth, anti-inflammation, and so on. Nevertheless, ROS is the most significant contributing factor to oxidative stress in complex systems and excessive ROS may cause cell aging, body damage, inflammation, immune disorders, and other diseases.
In order to evaluate the antioxidant capacity of the body, the activity of SOD and the contents of renal GSH and MDA in the mice were measured in this study. SOD is one of the main free radical scavengers in the body, which plays an important role in the oxidation and antioxidation balance in the organism. SOD can remove excessive free radicals and reduce the negative effects of free radicals on biofilm and other tissues; meanwhile, GSH is another important free radical scavenger with strong protective effects [31–36]. High or low content of MDA in the tissues indirectly reflects the severity of the cells attacked by free radicals. The current study indicated that oral administration of OL caused significant increases in renal SOD and GSH while decreasing the renal MDA to normal condition compared with their levels in ARF model group. Moreover, the group received OL in a dose of 2.0 g/kg/d representing remarkable effects in all physiological parameters which were closed to those of normal group. The effects of renoprotection were dose dependent.

SOD and MDA are important in tissues and organs for their functions in the body’s oxidative stress and immune protection. Correspondingly, the immune response of body can ameliorate oxidative stress and inflammation [37, 38]. Besides oxidative stress, another factor that plays a role in the pathogenesis of nephrotoxicity is the process of immunity. The occurrence of body damage is accompanied by an inflammatory response which regulates multiple physiological metabolisms. Such effects depend on the concentrations of cytokines, chemokines, and other inflammatory molecules. Very low levels of inflammatory molecules are enough to induce immune responses. IgG is one of the critical substances in the immune system of the body, which is synthesized and secreted by plasma cells in spleen and lymph nodes. IgG plays an important role in the immune and physiological adjustment [39, 40]. As the main antibody composition in the serum, IgG is widely distributed in tissues, which possesses anti-infection function. The content of IgG is a crucial detection index of humoral immunity while the immune organ index is an important and intuitive parameter to reflect the immune status as well [17–19].

To explore the effects of immune role of OL in the present study, thymus index, spleen index, and IgG concentration were examined. The results showed that OL could significantly increase thymus index, spleen index, and the level of serum IgG in mice compared with those in the ARF model. When using the dose of 2.0 g/kg/d OL, the thymus and spleen indices in ARF mice were almost recovered to normal (control group), suggesting that the destroyed immune system might be established again.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this study showed that OL could relieve the renal injury caused by glycerol. OL ameliorated renal dysfunction of ARF by inhibiting oxidative stress and improving the body’s immunity. In future studies, we will explore the definite bioactive components in OL and reveal the correlation between biological effects and these components, thus to provide strong evidence for application of OL.
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